Introduction. The set operations under consideration are Borel operations and Souslin's operation (&/)
. With respect to a given family of sets and in a setting free of any topological structure there are defined three Borel families (Definitions 3.1) and the family of Souslin sets (Definition 4.1). Conditions on an initial family are determined under which iteration of the Borel operations with Souslin's operation isé) on the initial family and the families successively produced results in a non-decreasing sequence of families of analytic sets (Theorem 5.2.1 and Definition 3.5). A classification of families of analytic sets with respect to an initial family of sets is indicated in a manner analogous to the familiar classification of Borel sets (Definition 5.3).
Notation.

aH is the union of the members of H;
i.e., aH = {x: x £ A for some A £ H}.
A ~ B is the set of points in
A which are not in B.
2.3. co is the set of finite ordinals; i.e., co is the least denumerable ordinal.
2.4. 0 is the least ordinal and the empty set.
2.5. For n in co, n = {m: m £ co and 0 ^ m ^ n}.
2.6.
Z is the set of all sequences of natural numbers; i.e., Z is the set of all functions on co to co.
2.7.
Zn is the set of all functions on n to co.
2.8.
If / is a function and A is a set, then f\A is the restriction of / to A ; i.e.,f\A is the function g on A Pi domain /such that for each
=f(x). Thus G contains H and is closed to countable (including vacuous) union and complementation with respect to aH. Consequently, BH CGC bH and the desired conclusion is at hand.
The well-known case in which H is the family of closed sets in a metric space is a case for which the Borel families coincide. More generally, whenever H is an internal family (Definition 3.5), bH = $H = BH.
Definition (Morse [6]). H is internal if and only if H is closed to finite non-vacuous union and the complements (with respect to aH) of members of H are in bH.
Thus the family of closed sets in a metric space is internal.
3.6. THEOREMS.
BH is internal.
Proof. BH is closed to countable union, countable intersection, and complementation with respect to aBH( = aH). Moreover BH = bBH.
@H is internal if and only if fiH = BH.
Proof. If pH = BH, then pH is internal, by 3.6.1. Now let
Then G is a subset of PH. As in the proof of 3.4.3, it is easily seen that G is closed to countable union and complementation with respect to aH. If pH is internal, then the complements of members of PH are in bpH = pH, and so the complements of members of H are in pH. Thus if PH is internal, H C G. Consequently, BH CGC PH, and the desired conclusion is at hand.
(Morse [6]). If aH Ç H, then bH is internal if and only if bH = BH.
If aH e H and H is internal, then bH = (3H = BH.
Proof. Suppose H is internal and let A 6 H. Then aH ^i G bH C &H and bH = PH = BH by 3.4.3.
4, Souslin sets.
Another operation applicable to an arbitrary family of sets is Souslin's operation (&/) [8] . An operation (f/) applied to sets selected from a given family H can be defined as follows: For each finite sequence (xi, x 2 , . . . , x n ) of natural numbers let E xltX2tm ., tXn G H. Then A is the result of an operation (&/) applied to the family H if a) A = \j(E xl r\E xux ,r\E xl n...), where the union extends over all infinite sequences of natural numbers, and for each such sequence the intersection extends over all the truncations of that sequence.
In 4.1 below is defined the family SH of all Souslin sets which result from applications of operations ($/) to the family H. Souslin sets have been studied extensively but usually in a topological setting. Some indication of the extent of the theory can be found in [1] . The purpose of this section is to show relations between Souslin sets and Borel sets which are not dependent upon a topological structure in the underlying space.
In the following definition we employ the Notations 2.5-2.8 to express the equation (1) 
THEOREM. // H is the family of closed linear sets, then SH contains sets which are not in BH, and a set and its complement are both in SH if and only if they are both in BH.
Here BSH 5* BH because BH C SH C BSH and BSH j* SH since BSH is closed to complementation and SH is not.
That a set and its complement are both Souslin if and only if they are both Borel is a corollary of the fact that disjoint Souslin sets can be separated by Borel sets. This separability property holds for any family H which is closed to finite intersection. The following theorem and its proof are due to Sion. See [1] , where the theorem and its proof are apparently cast in a topological setting but are actually free of that context.
THEOREM. If H is closed to finite intersection, A and B belong to SH, and A C\ B = 0, then there exist A' and B' in bH such that A C A f , B C B', and
Proof. Let A = \Jxtz C\m^E{x\m) and B = \Jxez fWco F(x\m), where E and F are on LWw Z m ' to H. Since H is closed to finite intersection, it can be assumed without loss of generality that E(x\m + 1) C E(x\m) and F(x\m + 1) C F{x\m) for each x Ç Z and m G oe.
For each n G co and z
and which completes the proof because A and B are represented as countable unions of sets which can be separated by members of ff.
Then for each x G Z, E'(x)
C
Iteration of the Borel and Souslin operations.
In view of the remarks concluding § 4 we inquire into the compositions of BS with the Borel operations and with S. Specifically, there are the compositions a (BS) and (BS)a, where a is any one of b, p, B, S or BS. Evidently, in the present context we must agree that (BS)a = B (Sa) when a is b, 0, 
B or S and that (BS)(BS) = B(S(BS)). Of the nine compositions that can be formed, all save SBS (i.e., S(BS)) and BSBS (or B(S(BS)))
are easily seen to be equivalent to BS when applied to an internal family ff for which aH G ff (or equivalently to a family ff such that aH G H and aH ^a^ bH whenever a G H). In order to appraise the extent of the class of sets obtained by continued iteration of the operations B and 5 we introduce Definitions 5.1 and 5.3 below. 5.1. Definition. For an internal family H such that aH G H (or equivalently, for a family H such that aH G H and aH ^aÇ bH whenever a G ff ) let A_iH = ff, and for each n G co let -4 2w ff = BA 2n -iH and .4 2n+ iff = SA 2n H. Thus i4_iff = ff, 4 off = Sff, 4 iff = S£ff = Sff, in view of 4.5, 4 2 ff = £Sff, ,4 3 ff = S£Sff, etc.
5.2. THEOREMS.
If H is internal and a H G ff, then H C -4 w ff C
A n+1 H whenever n G co.
IfHis internal and aHÇ H, thenBA 2n H = A 2n
Hand SA 2n +iH = A 2n +iH whenever n Ç co.
5.3.
Definition. For an internal family H such that aH Ç H, the Analytic H sets of class ( -1) are the members of H, and for each n € co the Analytic if sets of class ^ are the members of A n H ~ A n _\H.
Thus the members of BH ~ H are the Analytic H sets of class 0, the members of SH ~ BH are the Analytic H sets of class 1, etc. If H is a finite field of sets, then H = BH = SH and there are no Analytic H sets of class higher than ( -1). If JT is the family of closed linear sets, then there are Analytic H sets of classes 0 and 1, and in view of the remarks following 4.6 there are Analytic H sets of class 2. We conjecture but are unable to prove that if H is the family of closed linear sets, then there are Analytic H sets of class n for each n Ç co. We continue with a few observations which have bearing on this conjecture.
Definition. A family H is complemental if and only if it is closed to complementation with respect to aH.
Thus whatever the family K, BK is complemental; for if a Ç BK, then aBK ~ a (= aK ~ a) G BK.
THEOREM. If H is internal, a H £ H,n Ç co, and there are Analytic H sets of class n -1 but none of class n, then A n -\H is complemental.
Proof. If for n 6 co, A n^H ^ 0 but A n H ~ A n^H = 0, then A n H = A n . x H. Thus either n is even and A n H = BA n -\H or w is odd (hence w ^ 1) and n -1 is even and ^4 w _ii? = BA n _ 2 H. Since J3.K is complemental whatever the family K, the conclusion is at hand. We conclude with a different sort of appraisal of the extent of the family of Analytic H sets of all classes. Let ££ H be the smallest family which contains H and is closed to the application of Souslin's operation isé) and complementation with respect to aH. Evidently, each of the families A n H is contained in S£H, if H is internal and aH £ H. It is known (Kuratowski [2] ) that when H is the family of closed linear sets, S£H is contained in the projective classes P 2 and C 2 . (The projective class P 2 consists of those linear sets which are the projections of complements of plane analytic sets, and the projective class C 2 consists of the linear complements of sets in P 2 .)
